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NASH RINGS ON PLANAR DOMAINS

BY

GUSTAVE A. EFROYMSON

Abstract. Let D be a semialgebraic domain in R 2. Let ND denote the Nash

ring of algebraic analytic functions on D. Let AD denote the ring of analytic

functions on D. The main theorem of this paper implies that if $ is a prime

ideal of ND, then ^AD is also prime. This result is proved by considering

p(x,y) in R[jc,>>] and showing Ûmlp(x,y) can be put into a form so that its

factorization in ND is given by looking at its local factorization as a

polynomial in.y with coefficients which are analytic functions of x. Then for

more general domains, a construction using the "complex square root"

enables one to reduce to the case already considered.

Let D be a domain in R2. Recall that a real valued function /: D —> R is a

Nash function if (1) / is analytic at each point of D, i.e. expressible in

convergent power series, and (2) / is algebraic, i.e. there exists a polynomial

Pj(x,y, z) in R[x,y, z] such that pf(x,y,f(x,y)) vanishes on D. Let ND = the

ring of Nash functions on D and AD = the ring of analytic functions on D.

Let 9L0 and &D be the corresponding sheaves. Then, iîp(x,y) G R[x,y], the

factorization of p(x,y) in AD is known to be determined by its factorization

in the completion of the local rings at each point P of D. This follows from

the fact that H\U, &£) = 1 for U open simply connected in D. But Hubbard

[5] has shown that this cohomology group does not vanish when &D is

replaced by 9LD. Recently Mostowski [6] proved (for any dimension actually)

that for certain D, p(x,y) factors in ND at least as far as its disjoint

components indicate. However, this is still far from showing that factorization

is the same in ND as in AD. See the examples in §2, for instance.

In this paper, we prove that for D = R2, the polynomialp(x,y) factors the

same in NRi as in ARi. As a corollary, we deduce the result for any connected

semialgebraic domain D and show directly that the class group of ND is

isomorphic to H '(/), Z^.

The proof of the result for R2 uses finding a suitable representation for

p(x, y) in which its factorization as a polynomial in.y determines its analytic

and Nash factorizations. To get to more general domains, we analytically

disconnect the zero set of p by using the transformation z —>Vz  to discon-
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nect at points outside D. That is, if D disconnects the zero set of p, then so

will a finite number of points of R2 outside of D. By choosing the origin for

our "square root" function at one of these points, we can transform R 2 so the

new polynomial will have its zeros disconnected and then we can apply the

R2 result.

1. Factorization in NRi.

Theorem 1. Let p{x,y) G R[x,y]. Let Nr2 denote the Nash ring. Then p

factors p = Uq¡(x,y) where each q¡{x,y) is irreducible in NRi. Moreover, each

q¡ is also irreducible in ARi, the ring of analytic functions on R2. Put another

way, the irreducible factors of p{x,y) correspond to the analytically irreducible

components of p = 0 in R 2.

Proof. We wish to put p{x,y) in a form where we can factor it as a

polynomial in y with coefficients which are polynomials in x so that when we

look at the local factorizations, they extend to give the global factorizations.

Such a form for p(x,y) will be achieved if p(x,y) has the following

properties:

{\.\)p{x,y) is monic my.

(1.2) All singular points (a, b) oîp = 0 with a real lie on the^-axis.

(1.3) If p(a, b) = dp/dy{a, b) = 0; a, b real; a ^ 0; then d^/dy^a, b) j-
0.

(1.4) If dp/dy(a, b) = 0,p{a, b) = 0, a ¥= 0 real; then b is real also.

(1.5) Each connected component of VR(p) — VR{dp/dy) has closure which

has nonempty intersection with the y axis.

Recall that VR{p) denotes the real zeros of p.

The proof then consists of two parts. First, show that any p{x,y) can be

put in the required form. Second, show that the conditions (1.1) to (1.5) are

sufficient to factor p as we wish.

Lemma 1. Let q{y) be a rational function in R(y) with nonvanishing

denominator {on R). Then the transformation {x,y)-*{x + q(y),y) is a Nash

isomorphism of R2 with itself.

Proof. Note that {x,y) —» {x — q{y),y) is the inverse map.

Transformations of the above type and those with the roles of x and y

reversed are the only transformations we need to prove Theorem 1.

Lemma 2. Let P¡ = {a¡, b¡), i = 1, . . . , n, be a finite number of points which

in our case should include the singularities of VR{p) with a¡ real plus one point

on each component of VR {p) not already represented. Then there exists a pair of

transformations of the allowed type so that the composition takes all P¡ to the y

axis.
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Proof. First choose X real =£ {bj - Z>,)/(a, - bj) for any i ¥=j. Then take

{x, y) —>{x,y + \x) as the first transformation. Then we have b¡ + Xa¡ ¥^ bj

+ XOj so that replacing P¡ by its image, we can assume that b¡ ¥^ bj if / »*/'.

Then there exists a monk polynomial q{y) such that q{b¡) = a, for all /'. By

Lagrange interpolation, we can let

tfOO-2 n (y - bj)/ n (b, - bj)
j*> j*i

and note that if (a¡, b¡) is a singular point with a¡ real, then so is {a¡, b¡) where

b¡ = the complex conjugate of b¡. From this it follows easily that q{y) has real

coefficients. Then take {x, y)-*{x — q{y), y) as the second transformation

and we are done.

We wish to show that we can put p{x,y) in the desired form. It is easy to

achieve (1.1) by a transformation of the required type. Then we can apply

Lemma 2 to achieve (1.2). Moreover, since (1.3) is a generic condition, we can

take our first transformation in Lemma 2 so as to make the y coordinates

where dp/dy = 0 different from the b¡ and then the second transformation

can be chosen so (1.3) will be satisfied.

We now try for (1.5). The problem is that VR{p) may have "dents" which

do not cross the y axis. So we wish to push the dents in until they do cross the

y axis. By making the new dent long enough we will have no problem with

dents on the same side of the_y axis. But the curve on the opposite side will be

dented in the wrong direction so we first have to distort the curve so nothing

will be opposite our proposed dents. This is done by a transformation of the

form {x, y) -» {x, cx2n+' + y). We fix c > 0 after some preliminary work, but

n is chosen large enough so that the new p{x,y) will have the following A/,

and M2 finite. So let

A/, = max{b\3a,p{a, b) = 0, a < 0},

M2 = min{b\3a,p{a, b) = 0, a > 0}.

Then choose c large enough so that if p{a, b) = 0, dp/dy{a, b) = 0 and

a > 0, then b > A/„ and if p{a, b) = 0, dp/dy{a, b) = 0, and a < 0, then

b < M2. This keeps the dents from being lined up opposite anything.

Let M = max{|¿>| \3a with p{a, b) = 0, dp/dy{a, b) = 0}, and (c„ d¡) be

the points where dp/dy{c¡, dt) = 0, p{c¡, d¡) = 0, c¡ ̂  0, and c,ô>2/9y2(c„ d¡)

> 0. Now let {(0, b¡)} = the points where we have singular points and let

q¡ = A/'Irj»,(.y - Z>y)2/(1 + N{y - ¿,)2)a where a > s and where A/' is

chosen so that M'UJ{dl — bj)2 > M. We choose N so large that we can take

the transformation {x,y)—>{x — q{y),y) and have one less component of

Vr(p) ~ VAty/ty) for the newp{x,y) which violates (1.5).

To see that this works, note that away from y = dx the transformation is

just {x,y) —>{x — ey,y) which does not add new critical points and we have
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kept all the singular points on x = 0 fixed. So we have to see what happens

near y = </,. So let dx = 0, and note q{y) will be like h{y) where h {y) =

M/{\ + Ny2)a. Then

h'{y) = -2MNay/{\ + Ny2)a + l

and

h"(y) = a[ -2MN{\ + Ny2) + 4MNY{a + 1)]/ (l + Ny2)a+2.

Now for any constant X, the equation h' = X has at most two real roots for if

g = (1 + Ny2)a+' + 2MNXy, then g" > 0 everywhere. We see that at each of

the roots h"/h' is very large. For at one root of g, we have>> < 1/VÑ so

y « - 1/2MN and h"/h' œ \/y and therefore is very large. At the other root

of g we set y ^N-a/(2a+l) and /¡"//i' ~ a^+'A^+D which is also large for

N large.

To illustrate what happens when we take our transformation, we sketch the

possibilities when we subtract x = h{y) from x = f{y).

x = h{y)

(1)

(2)
*=/
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(3)

*=/

* =f-h

y

In all three cases, we get no new dents which do not cross the >»-axis and in

case (2) we see we have made one of the old dents which did not cross the

j-axis before, cross it in the new polynomial. By doing the same thing for the

rest of the dents we can assume that we have achieved (1.5). To get a

polynomial, we must, of course, clear denominators, at the end of each step.

Lemma 3. Condition (1.4) is generic in the sense that for almost all s the

transformation {x, y) —» {x + ey, y) will achieve it.

Proof. Take {a, b) with p{a, b) = 0, dp/dy{a, b) = 0, a real, b not real.

Since d2p/dy2{a, b) ¥= 0, and dp/dx{a, b) =£ 0, as we are off the.y axis, {a, b)

is nonsingular. So we can expand x = tp{y) and get x - a = ~S,2X¡{y — b)'

where A2 =£ 0. Now take the transformation {x, y) -» {x + ey, y), the new

point where dp/dy = 0 will no longer be real, since looking at the lowest

degree terms of the new p = x + ey — a — \2{y — b)2 + . . . we see that

dp/By = 0 when y « b + e/2X2, and then at this point Imx* -e Im b and

so is ¥= 0.

Now assume that p(x,y) satisfies (1.1)—(1.5); then we can use the

Weierstrass Preparation Theorem [1, p. 74] to write/? = II<7, with each q¡ monk

and analytic near x = 0. So each q¡ = T[{y - cQ. Therefore q¡ is algebraic.

Now y — a¡j is analytic unless a¡j is not, and atJ not analytic near x = a

implies that dp/dy{a, a¡j{a)) = 0. As we have already taken care of a = 0, we

can assume a ^ 0. So we have if b = cty{a),p{a, b) = dp/dy{a, b) = 0. Thus

p{a,y) must have a multiple root and so we have for some /'/ that b = a0{a)

= ar/{a). But by hypotheses, b is real and 32p/9y2(a, b) ¥= 0 so near {a, b),

we have {y - ^{y — a,y)w, = p = u2{y2 + Xx + ¡ixy + . . . ) where «, and

m2 are locally units. But this clearly implies that {y — a¡j){y — a¡.¡) is analytic

near {a, b). So if we multiply q¡ times qr (unless i = /') we will get a function

which is analytic near x = a. Thus when we have multiplied together all the

factors q¡ which we are forced to do by local conditions, we wind up with a

global Nash function which corresponds to an analytic factor of p{x,y).
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2. Some examples.

Example 2.1 [2].p = x{x2 + y2) + x4 + y4. Then dp/dy = 2xy + 4y3 = 0

when y = 0 or x = —2y2. Solving, one sees that y = 0 or y =

±Vl + V2 /2 and P/sCp) nas a "dent". But interchanging the roles of x

and y, one gets .y(x2 + y2) + x4 + y4 - p. Then, 9p/3y = x2 + 3y2 + 4y3.

One sees that the only places where p and 9p/9y = 0 simultaneously are

when.y = - l,y = 0 and .y = - 1 ± V3 /4. Since these are all real numbers,

condition (1.4) holds. Moreover the graph looks as below and therefore we

get a factorization/> = qxq2 where qx = {y — a^y - a?) and q2 has zero set

equal to {(0, 0)}.

y = <*2(*) i\ y = a^x)

Example 2.2. Let us consider the polynomial p{x,y) = y4 — x4 — x5.

Graph this and we get

Now note that p = {y2 - x2{\ + x)l/2)(y2 + x2{l + x)l/2) which is good

for x > — 1. This factorization indicates that we should get a global factori-

zation with one factor concentrated at (0, 0). Our problem with p is that

condition (1.3) is not satisfied since we see dp/dy = 4y3, d^/dy2 = 12>>2 and

both vanish at (-1,0) which is on VR(p). However, as in the previous

example, we interchange the roles of x and y and getp — y5 + y4 — x4. Now

graph this and get
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y

= °i{x)

-X

s - o3{x)

So we get {y — a{){y — a2){y — a3) as one factor and the other factor is

concentrated at the origin. The only problem might be with condition (1.4).

But this can be checked as dp/dy = 5y4 + 4y3 = >>3(5.y + 4) and so only is

zero for real y.

3. General planar semialgebraic domains. Let D be a connected domain in

R2 which is semialgebraic, i.e. defined by a finite number of polynomial

inequalities. Then we wish to study the Nash ring ND and show directly that

ND has class group isomorphic to H '(£), Z2). It is already well known [4] that

ND is Noetherian and is clearly integrally closed and therefore is a Krull ring.

Thus the divisor group is defined as in Bourbaki [3]. We know that if C is an

analytically connected (in D) component of VR{p) for some polynomial p,

then $c = {/ G ND\f{C) = 0} is a prime ideal. So we need only show that if

Cj ¥^ C2 are connected components of polynomials px,p2, respectively, then

93c 7*= 5ßc . It is enough to do this for C, and C2 components of the same p.

But while we are showing this, we also find out about the class group.

Namely, we see that ty2- ~ (1) in the class group and if C, and C2 are analytic

arcs joining Py to P2 where /*, and P2 are outside D, then ^3C $PC — (1) in the

class group. The proof uses first a Nash isomorphism sending P2 to infinity

and then using the "square root" map, we find a 2-to-l cover of R2 which is

ramified only at />,. We arrange things so that if <p: R2 —> R2 is the cover,

then <p*C is analytically disconnected from the rest of the image of VR{p).

Then by Theorem 1, there exists q{u, v) in NRi which vanishes only on <p*C

and generates I ,c everywhere locally. Now q will not descend via <p, but q2

will in the sense that there exists a unit ß in NR2 so that if h = ßq, then h

descends to an element of NRz vanishing only on C.

Lemma 1. If C is an analytic arc of VR{p) which has both ends at a point P

not in D, then ^sc is principal.

Proof. Send P = {a, b) to infinity by the transformation

x' = {x - a)/[{x - a)2 + {y- b)2],

y' = (y ~b)/[(x- a)2 + {y -b)2].

y - o2{x)
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This is a Nash isomorphism of R2 — P with R2 - (0, 0). Now <p*C is an

analytic arc for which there exists, by Theorem 1, a Nash function h{x',y')

which generates ^.c, and pulling h back we get the required generator of

SBC.

Lemma 2. Let C be an analytic arc of VR{p) running from Pxto P2 where Px

and P2 are both outside D. Then there exists h in ND such that h vanishes in D

only on C.

Proof. We send P2 to infinity as in Lemma 1. Then we can certainly move

.P, to (0, 0) for convenience. We first want to look at VR{p) at (0, 0). If C is

part of a cusp at this point, we want the angle of the cusp to be 180° not 0°.

The principal term of the cusp can be assumed to be_ym — x" where m < n.

When m is odd and n is even, the cusp will already have angle 180°, and if m

and n are even, then we get a factorization so that C will be part of only one

branch of the cusp so we can assume that m is even and n is odd. But

consider the transformation defined by x = s, y = t{x2 + t2)" where a is a

large integer. Then if \p is the corresponding transformation, i// is a one-to-one

Nash transformation of R2 — (0, 0) onto itself. To see this, note, solving

{t2 + x2)at - y = 0 for t = f{x,y), we see that / is a Nash function on

R2 - (0, 0). For if g{t) = t{t2 + x2)a - y, then g'{t) = (f2 + x2)a + 2at2{t2

+ x2)a~l > 0 unless t2 + x2 = 0, i.e. x = y = 0. The cusp of <p*C has

Newton polygon, the Une joining (0, n) to ((2a + \)m, 0), so the dominant

term is s" — /(2a+1>m which will have 180° angle for m large enough.

Now consider the map <p: R2 -> R2 defined by x = u2 — v2, y = 2uv (i.e.

just "z -» Vz "). Then cp will define a two-to-two cover of R 2 by R 2 ramified

only at (0, 0). Moreover, since the angle of the branch of C through (0, 0) is

180°, we see that <p*C is analytically disconnected from (p*C, where C" =

the rest of VR{p). By the form of <p we see that {a, b) in <p*VR{p) iff

{ — a, — b) is in tp* VR{p). But since the angle between <p*C and <p*C, will be

90°, (¡d*C will also be invariant under {u, v)—>{ — u, —v). Thus q{—u, — v)

will also vanish on <p*C. But since by Theorem 1, q locally generates the zero

set of <p*C, we see that q{-u, — v) = X{u, v)q{u, v). This also means that

q{u, v) vanishes to degree 1 over most of <¡p*C.

Now q{u, v) = X{ — u, —v)q{—u, — v) = X{u, v)X{—u, —v)q{u, v), which

implies X{u, v)X{—u, —v)= 1, i.e. A is a unit in NRi. So Lemma 2 will follow

from Lemma 3.

Lemma 3. Assume u2 — v2 = x, 2uv = y, as above, and q{u, v) is in NR¡

with q{u, v) = X{u, v)q{—u, v) with X a unit of NRi. Then let X = ±ß2. If

h = qß~l we find that h{u, v) = ± h{— u, — v) and so h descends to the x-y

plane ifX>0.
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Proof. Since h{u, v) = ß~l{u, v)q{u, v) we see that h(— u, — v) =

q(—u, — v)ß~l{—u, — v). Therefore q{u, v) = ±ß2{u, v)q{—u, — v) =

ß2{u, v)ß2{ — u, - v)q{u, v). Then ß2{u, v)ß\ — u, — v) = 1 which implies

ß{u, v)ß{~ u, - v) = 1 (since ß > 0). Finally,

h{u,v) = q{u,v)ß~1{u,v)= ±ß2{u,v)q{-u, -v)ß~l{u,v)

= ±ß(u,v)q{-u, -v)= ±q{-u, -v)ß~\-u, -v)

= ±h(-u, -v).

So Lemma 3 follows from Lemma 4.

Lemma 4. If h{u, v) = h{ — u, — v), and h is in NR2, then h descends via <p to

AV - (0, 0).

Proof. Let {a, b) =£ (0, 0) in the u-v plane. Then {a, b) and {-a, - b) are

the two points identified by <p. So it is obvious that h descends to a function

on the x-y plane minus (0, 0). That h descends to a Nash function is also

clear since <p is analytic outside (0, 0). Moreover, if p{z, u, v) = 2a,(w, v)z' is

the irreducible polynomial for h over R [u, v] (localized by all polynomials

not   vanishing   on   R2),   then   since   2a,(«, v)h{u, v)' = 0 = 2a,( — «,

— v)h{u, v)', we see all a,(w, v) = a¡(—u, —v) and so descend; in fact, one

can see that a, is a rational function of u2, uv and t;2. But solving explicitly

one finds u2 = {x + yx2 + y2 )/2, v2 = ( — x + yx2 + y2 )/2 and 2uv = y.

To finish the proof of Lemma 2, note that while the q constructed there is

such   that   q{u, v) = X(u, v)q(-u, - v)   where   X < 0,   q2{u, v) =

X2(m, v)q2{ — u, — v) so the h constructed from q\u, v) will descend and

vanish only on C.

Theorem 2. Let D be a connected domain in R 2 which is semialgebraic. Then

if C is an analytically connected arc of some VR{p) with C as large as possible,

then we have $c = {/|/(C) = 0 is a prime ideal of ND). If C, ^ C2, then

y$c ^ $c . Moreover, the class group of ND is isomorphic to H '(/>, Z^.

Proof. The first part of the theorem follows from Lemma 2. For the rest

we prove some more lemmas.

Lemma 5. Let Px, P2 be points of the complement of D and let C, and C2 be

analytically connected arcs running from Px to P2. Then if Ic = the ideal of

Nash functions of D vanishing on C, we have that ICIC —(1) in the class

group.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2, we can construct in the two-to-one

covering of R2, Nash functions qx{u, v), q2{u, v) vanishing on <p*Cly <p*C2,

respectively.   Then   for   the   corresponding  h¡{u, v),   we  have  h¡{u, v) =

— h¡{—u, — v).  So hxh2{u,v) = hxh2{ — u, — v) and descends to a Nash
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function on R 2 — (0, 0). So this function will generate Ic Ic .

Lemma 6. Consider Px, P2, P3 three points in the complement of D. Let

C|, C2, and C3 be analytically connected algebraic arcs of D where C, joins Px

and P2. C2 joins P2 to P3 and C3 joins Px to P3. Then ^sc ^sc <—- $c in the class

group.

Proof. There exists an analytic arc of an algebraic curve passing through

Px, P2 and P3 in order. In fact, some parabola will usually work. Then if C3

denotes this arc and C{ denotes the piece from Px to P2 and C2 denotes the

piece between P2 and P3; let Ic = the ideal of Nash functions on D

vanishing on C. Then by Lemma 5, ICIC^ ~ lCy and %scIc. ~ (1), i = 1, 2, 3.

So the result follows.

Lemma 7. Choose a point P¡ in each hole H¡ of D. Then if C is an analytically

connected algebraic arc ending in H¡, there exists an arc C with the same other

end as C so that Ic, ~ Ic and C ends at P¡ in H¡.

Proof. We can join P, the end of C in H¡ to P¡ by a finite number of

analytic arcs of algebraic curves. Let these arcs be Lx, . . ., Ls. All of these

arcs are in H¡ so not in D. So Ic. ~ ICIL¡ • • • It. This is because each

¡L ~ 0) m tne class group OI Nd since L, n D = 0. Now use Lemma 6 and

induction.

Corollary. If IIIc = / is an ideal of ND where each C¡ runs from one hole

of D to another, then I is principal iff the number of ends at each hole is even.

This shows directly that the class group of ND s // '(£>, Z^).

Proof. This follows from the preceding lemmas.

4. Some examples pertaining to §3.

Example 4.1. Let D = R2 - (0, 0). Let/? = y so VR{p) = the x-axis. Now

VR{p) is disconnected in D. So our cover is given by x = u2 — v2,y = 2uv. If

<p is the covering map, then y*p = 2uv. And since the map <p-1 is the "square

root map", we see that the positive x-axis corresponds to t; = 0, and the

negative x-axis to u = 0. As in §3, u will not descend but u2 will and

u2 = (x + (x2 + y2)l/2)/2, vanishing on the positive x-axis.

Example 4.2. Let D be as in Example 4.2. Let ^3, = {/ G AD such that/

vanishes on the positive x-axis}. Let ^ß2 = {/ G AD such that / vanishes on

the negatives-axis}. The $,$2 should be principal. Taking our cover as in the

previous example, we find that the function we want to descend is (« + v)v

= uv — v2 which descends to.y/2 + (x — (x2 + y2)l/2)/2 which does vanish

to degree one on the zero set of ^!^P2 in D.

Of course, these examples are rather trivial but for that reason they make

the general theory more transparent.
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